In parallel to the advancements in communication technologies, telemedicine research has continually adapted to develop various healthcare applications. One of the latest wireless technologies that is Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is being increasingly deployed across developed countries and rapidly adopted by developing countries. In this paper, a content-aware packet scheduling approach for medical ultrasound videos is proposed. This work introduces a utility function based on the temporal complexity of the video frames. The utility function is used with four schedulers to prioritise the video packets based on their temporal complexity and type of frame (e.g., I frame). The results show that the utility function improves the packet delay performance obtained in our simulations when compared with content-unaware approaches. Further, gain in average PSNR and SSIM is also observed in the received video quality. Research on content-aware packet scheduling for telemedicine applications over advanced wireless networks is limited and our work contributes towards addressing this research gap.
ing, video-on-demand, interactive gaming, and 2D and 3D video streaming over wireless networks. The high data rates and other performance benefits provided by LTE enable transmission of high resolution medical images and videos. However, despite superior performance with respect to previous wireless technologies, LTE systems still carry the risk of transmission impairments due to factors 10 such as high data traffic, bandwidth and other network constraints. Therefore, it is important, especially for telemedicine systems, to ensure efficient transmission of medical images and video with minimal transmission impairments via application oriented design of LTE systems.
An LTE system for a given application must provide high Quality of Service
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(QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). QoS is a network centric performance assessment approach that may consider various network performance parameters such as packet loss rate, average system throughput, end-to-end packet delay, system spectral efficiency and system fairness [1] . The QoS requirements may depend on the type of application. For instance, for a real time application such 20 as live video streaming, the end-to-end packet delay requirement would be highly strict. On the other hand, QoE is a user centric evaluation approach which reflects the user's experience and satisfaction for the service used. Video quality evaluation for video services is usually performed using two methods: objective and subjective evaluations. The former is conducted using mathematical based 25 metrics (e.g. Mean Square Error (MSE) [2] , Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [2] , and Structural Similarity (SSIM) [3] ), whereas the latter is based on the 2 Human Vision System (HVS) as is dependent on the human observation [4] .
A study on subjective and objective video quality assessment, defining all the metrics mentioned earlier, is available for instance in [5] and a good and thorough 30 review is provided in [6] . This paper has three main contributions. A summary of the contributions to knowledge is listed below:
1. Including the content-awareness for evaluating medical QoE. The proposed utility function-based scheduling algorithm incorporates important 35 factors related to ultrasound video streaming application such as the network conditions and the video content type, in order to obtain a holistic measurement of the video quality received. The importance of contentawareness can be contemplated for example in an emergency situation, where the medical videos are transmitted from an ambulance to the hos- 40 pital under bandwidth limited conditions. The medical experts at the hospital will be receiving the guaranteed important information (e.g. Region of Interest (RoI)) with best quality delivered over such constrained channel due to the existence of content-aware scheduling algorithms.
2. Introducing a utility function based on the temporal complexity of the 45 video frames. The utility function is used with four schedulers to prioritise the video packets based on their temporal complexity and type of frames (e.g. I frame). The proposed utility function helps in creating a prioritising strategy during the transmission of ultrasound videos that gives priority to the more important frames (in terms of temporal complexity 50 and frame type), enabling to achieve better performance in QoS and QoE measures. The proposed utility function forms the basis to modify the existing downlink packet scheduling algorithms, making them content-aware packet schedulers in an LTE wireless system. This results in enhanced transmission performance of LTE systems for medical ultrasound videos. 3. Improving the existing schedulers by including the proposed utility func-tion to maximise the video quality, where the scheduler at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer is responsible for optimally sharing the radio resources among video flows with diverse video contents and bit-rate requirements.
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To the best of our knowledge, the aforementioned points are novel and are our major contributions in the field of telemedicine.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents different classes of contentaware and content-unaware packet scheduling strategies. A proposed utility function for content-aware packet scheduling strategies is introduced in Section 
Background & Related Work

Content-Aware Packet Scheduling
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In a packet based transmission system such as LTE, the videos to be transmitted are encoded in packets at the server side. Packet scheduling, in general, is a strategy to allocate network resources for transmission of packets with a target of minimal image/video distortion and maximum fair resource utilisation by the network to service multiple clients requesting data from the server.
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Several strategies for packet scheduling have been developed and can be broadly classified into: Content-unaware and Content-aware packet scheduling strategies. Content-unaware strategies are conventional methods mainly focusing on considering QoS constraint requirements such as packet delay constraints for packet scheduling. Content-aware strategies consider video contents and its fea-80 tures to design scheduling approach with a goal to attain maximum video quality at the client side. Figure 1 illustrates a content-aware scheduling approach. The content information is obtained from the video and is used in decisionmaking process of the packet scheduler. Typically, the impact that the content of a particular packet may have on the received video quality is used as a means to 85 assign packet priority and is used to provide a priority-based resource allocation to the packets. The content information chosen to make the priority decision depends on the application type and the choice of the network designer.
In packet scheduling, a Utility Function is applied to assist the scheduler in making priority-based scheduling decisions. In content-aware packet scheduling 90 approaches, the Utility Function is dependent on the video content. The utility function is typically a function of the video quality, which defines the effect a particular packet may have on the final video quality and is usually derived from the contents of the video. A frequent approach to define a content-aware utility function is to measure the distortion a packet may induce to the received 95 video if the packet is lost during transmission. Various approaches to define the utility function for packet scheduling have been presented in the literature, some of which are reviewed in the following section. 
Related Work
Content-aware packet scheduling has been a subject of research interest and var-100 ious approaches have been proposed in the literature. In [7] additive distortion as a utility function for scheduling was proposed. The utility function defines the amount of distortion a particular packet may introduce into the video quality based on the number of packets dependent on that packet for decoding. In congestion scenarios, the packet which is expected to give least distortion is 105 dropped. Pahalawatta et al. defined a utility function to schedule the packets based on their relative contribution to the overall quality of the video and apply the utility function to a gradient scheduler whose gradient reflects the contribution of the packet to the perceived video quality [8] .
Considering I and P-frame packets from the application layer and scheduling 110 packets at the MAC layer based on their importance and channel status information from the PHY layer is an approach proposed in [9] . Here, I frame packets are considered to be more important than P packets since they have a higher impact on error propagation in a Group of Pictures (GOP) and hence receive higher priority. In [10] , a content-aware packet scheduling for High Ef- [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 ].
In the context of telemedicine, very little work has been done on topics of packet scheduling for medical images and videos. For instance, in [19] , an adaptive bandwidth reservation scheme and fair scheduling scheme for telemedicine transmission is presented. The proposed scheduling approach gives importance 125 to the packets based on the type of traffic they are transmitting, i.e. ECG, X-ray, image or video. The results showed that their system model was able 6 to achieve efficient transmission with the strict QoS requirements they had set.
Video distribution techniques considering the suitability of WiMAX networks in terms of resource allocation and scheduling were explored for telemedicine 130 applications in [20] . However, there was no content-aware packet scheduling approach proposed.
In a nutshell, the concept of content-awareness for packet scheduling in the field of telemedicine is still in its infancy. In practice, it is important to utilise different medical video sequences in order to efficiently and fairly prioritise them. We proposed and implemented a utility function that allowed us to adapt the 7 packet schedulers to function by considering the characteristics of the ultrasound videos of the test datasets, i.e. motion characteristic. The study presented is an example on how by considering key features of different medical videos, an 160 improved performance on packet scheduling in wireless systems can be achieved.
Proposed Utility Function
The contribution of this work is to propose a utility function for medical ultrasound videos based on the temporal complexity (TC) of the frames in the video. From telemedicine perspective, there is no such medical video quality as-165 sessment database that evaluates QoE, considering the network conditions and temporal features of the video content combined together in a single framework.
The temporal complexity (TC) is a measure of the activity levels between two successive frames. A high TC measure implies a significant change in activity levels between the two frames typically due to high change in motion activities 170 or a scene change. Conversely, a low TC measure indicates low or insignificant changes between two successive frames and hence possibility of having higher redundant data between the frames. It is worth mentioning that the temporal features are regarded as content signatures for the respective video sequences.
They are different for each video sequence as long as the content of the video 175 is distinctive. In general terms, they are a measure of content similarity in a specific video sequence in a multi-dimensional hyperspace.
It has been studied that frames with higher temporal complexity are sensitive to packet loss and jitter as they carry more information [23] . This emphasises the importance of the temporal complexity and its impact on the QoS. For 180 instance, a low-movement video sequence gives better QoS results, followed by medium-movement and then high-movement. This is because with higher temporal complexities, the loss of information could be higher, leading to a greater impact on the QoS and QoE [24] . Further, studies on HVS have shown that human eye is sensitive to temporal variations for a frequency up to approximately 80 Hz [27] . For instance, tests conducted by Derrington et al. in [28] found that cellular units in human eye 190 are sensitive to temporal stimuli. Furthermore, humans tend to overlook minor impairments in low temporal videos more than in video sequences with high temporal variations [24] .
Moreover, it is important to note that the temporal estimation involves computational complexities; therefore, a good practice is to select the key frames 195 that contain the most scene changes rather than extracting temporal features from the entire video sequence. This technique contributes towards reducing the computational complexities.
In the context of ultrasound videos, since scene change is not an occurring phenomenon, a high TC measure indicates higher motion activities between 200 two successive frames. Hence, the influence of motion on HVS perception is essential, as discussed and proved in [29] and [30] . Considering the significance of motion perception, we make an assumption that frames with high TC, which in turn reflects high motion activities, would induce high distortion and can have higher impact on the received video quality if that particular frame is lost or is 205 impaired during transmission. Therefore, we propose a utility function which gives high priority to packets belonging to a frame with high TC measure. The utility function enables sorting the packets of a video in transmission buffer for each user based on the contribution of each packet may have on the overall received video quality. Details of computing TC and utility function is provided 210 below.
The TC measures change in successive frames across a given video. High motion in adjacent frames results in higher values of TC and hence is relevant for our 9 assumption that the loss of high TC valued frames introduces high distortions.
The ITU-T Recommendation P.910 document describes a method to compute TC and is measured based on the motion difference between frames [31]. For a Sobel filtered frame F of a video, M n (i, j) represents the difference between the pixel values for the same location in space in successive frames and is defined as:
F n (i, j) is the pixel value at the i th row and j th column of n th frame in time.
The TC value, T C Fn , for a frame F n can be represented by the M n (i, j) value computed using (1) and the TC value for the video is obtained using (2) and is computed as the maximum over time of the standard deviation over space of M n (i, j) over all i and j for all n = 1, 2, ...k frames, shown as:
The T C Fn values are then mapped to a range interval [0.1, 1] resulting in the frame with maximum TC value, T C Fmax , getting a value of 1 and 0.1 for the frame with least TC value. This mapping function is defined in (3).
Now, using (3), the importance or utility U F of frame F can be given as a function of its TC.
We consider the "IPPP..." configuration of MPEG video frame encoding widely used for delay constraint transmission of video data as it gives low delay performance. In this configuration, the I frame uses intra-frame coding and is the most 215 important frame since it has a high bitrate and also the first P frame following it is dependent on I frame for decoding. The subsequent P frames following the first P frame are dependent on the previous P frame for the prediction data required for its decoding. Therefore, I frames are highly important since the loss or corruption of an I frame during transmission could have a severe negative 220 impact on video quality, as the decoding of subsequent P frames until the next I frame gets affected. Thus, we assign a value of 1, i.e. maximum priority, for the I frames in the video.
At a given transmission time slot, t, for a user, i, there are P r,s packets in the transmission buffer for s = 1, 2, 3...p packets belonging to r = 1, 2, 3, ...f frames.
The utility of each packet s belonging to frame r can then be calculated as
In simple words, Equation (5) allocates a higher value to a packet belonging to a frame with high TC value, that gets priority for resource allocation for trans-225 mission under congested network conditions. This strategy would reduce the probability of dropping a packet belonging to a frame, which could potentially have higher impact on the received video quality.
Furthermore, the medical videos can be prioritised w.r.t the regular videos by simply assigning them a higher QoS Class Identifier (QCI) value at the QoS 230 bearer, enabling the proposed utility function to distinguish between the medical and regular video traffic and hence will give priority to the former. According to [32, 33, 34, 35, 36] , medical video streaming application demands augmented requirements for robust and clinically acceptable diagnosis when compared to regular video applications. Also, the QoS and QoE requirements (in terms of 235 bounds and performance metrics) are higher due to the fact that medical data is critical and sensitive in nature.
Simulation Setup
To test the performance of the proposed utility function, a simulation study is carried out. The utility function is used in the existing packet scheduling algo- Prior to encoding, the TC of each frame of each video is calculated using Equation (1). The TC of each video is illustrated in Figure 3 . It can be observed that the liver sequences have lower TCs when compared to cardiac sequences. This is because cardiac sequences consist of rapid repetitive motions reflecting the dilation and contraction of the heart muscles. The liver sequences are characterised by lower motion relative to cardiac sequences. Hence, our test video dataset includes sequences with both low and high TCs to allow better 270 performance evaluation.
Scheduling Strategies
The proposed utility function is applied on four different scheduling strategies for its performance evaluation. Each scheduling algorithm has a different way of calculating the metric required to allocate the network resources to the users.
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The proposed content-aware scheduling algorithm is not only aware of the delay and utility function of the packets, but also of the QCI and the channel state information through average transmission data-rateR i (t) of each flow associated to the i-th user as well as instantaneous available data-rate r i,j (t) for each subchannel. The average and instantaneous data-rates provide information about 280 the available bandwidth and guarantee fairness among competing users for the resources. In the case of bandwidth unavailability, the proposed scheduler is designed to switch from non-Guaranteed Bit Rate (non-GBR) to Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) type of QCI. GBR bearer is a dedicated bearer usually assigned to VoIP application, and has been assigned in the telemedicine domain, to 285 guarantee bandwidth allocation for urgent mobile telemedicine traffic [38] . For critical telemedicine traffic, this type of bearer will always guarantee bandwidth.
Hence, the provision of seamless switching between the non-GBR to GBR bearer in the LTE standard has been the motivation of this paper to include QCIawareness in the proposed scheduler, so that the critical and clinically sensitive 290 medical data does not get compromised.
In the following, we present four scheduling approaches whose performance was 14 evaluated in our simulation studies using the proposed content-aware utility function. For each scheduler, the proposed utility function is used as a parameter to give weights to the packet based on its importance with respect to the TC 295 and is highlighted with the term U P in the equations of each scheduler described below. For the benchmark test where the transmission test does not use the proposed content-aware utility function, the value of the function is set to 1.
• Proportional fair scheduler : The proportional fair (PF) scheduler assigns the Physical Resource Block (PRB)s by taking into account both the channel quality and the past user average throughput [39] . This scheduler is very suitable to support non-Real Time (NRT) traffics. The goal of this scheduler is to improve the total network throughput and to guarantee fairness among the flows. The metric W i,j (t) in this scheduler is defined as the ratio between the instantaneous data rate of the i-th flow in the j-th sub-channel (i.e., r i,j (t)) and the average data rate of the i-th flow (i.e.,
R i (t)). The following equation illustrates the metric used to represent the
Proportional Fair (PF) scheduler along with the proposed utility function:
where r i,j (t) is computed based on the Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) module, which is selected according to the Channel Quality 300 Indicator (CQI) feedback received from the User Equipment (UE). This feedback represents the channel quality (e.g., Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR)) of the j-th sub-channel associated to the the i-th flow.
is the estimated average data rate.
• 
where U P denotes the proposed utility function, and α i (t) is the maximum 305 probability that the HoL packet delay D HoL,i (t) (i.e. delay of the first packet to be transmitted in the queue) exceeds the target delay. Therefore, packets belonging to a RT service will be discarded if they violate the target delay while waiting at the MAC buffer.
• The EXP/PF scheduler exponentially increases the priority of RT flows 
where h(t) is given by:
where most of the definitions of the parameters in Equation 8 are the same 310 as in Equation 7 . h(t) refers to the average head-of-line delay (system head-of-line delay), and N i is the number of active downlink RT flows.
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The main goal of this approach is to bound the delays of all the RT flows.
• Extended M-LWDF Scheduler : In our simulation, we also considered the scheduler proposed in [41] 
The selection of the aforementioned schedulers depend on the type of application 
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Highlighting the importance of downlink packet scheduling algorithms for balancing QoS in both real-time and non-real-time scenarios, the authors in [41] proposed QoS balancing scheduling algorithm for multiple traffic classes. The authors reported that the overall performance of the system is balanced and improved remarkably for both real-time and non-real-time applications. How-330 ever, their study did not consider the combined consequential effects of network conditions and video content types. Omitting the video content characteristics is not desirable, which can affect the QoE levels of a particular content type.
Furthermore, the studies with regard to video quality assessment reveal that video content parameters are likely to influence the evaluation of QoS and QoE, 
Simulation Environment
We consider a single LTE cell, in which the users are uniformly distributed. In 345 the centre of the cell, the Evolved NodeB (eNodeB) is positioned, whereas the users are modelled according to a random mobility model. The users mobility is pedestrian with constant speed of 3 km/h. The proposed scenario is simulated using the LTE-Sim simulator [37] . This simulator provides the possibility to design various packet scheduling strategies at the eNodeB MAC layer depending 350 upon the requirements needed.
Simulation results of the relevant performance metrics are averaged over 10 simulation repetitions in order to obtain accurate and reliable results. The simulation parameters used for transmission are reported in Table 1 . 
PARAMETERS VALUE
Bandwidth 3 MHz Number of PRBs 15 Frame structure FDD Cell radius 1 km E-UTRAN frequency band 1 (2.1 GHz) Max delay 100 ms Video bit-rate 250 kbps Flow duration 4 sec Simulation time 10 sec UE speed 3 km/h Path loss/channel model Typical Urban (Pedestrian-A propagation model) Simulation repetitions per scheduler 10
Performance Metrics
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The following performance metrics are averaged over simulation repetitions and observed for the different scheduling strategies and scenarios: Average packet delay, average packet loss ratio, PSNR, and SSIM. The average packet loss ratio, and the average packet delay are QoS-oriented metrics, whereas the PSNR and SSIM are video quality-oriented metrics.
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• The average packet delay parameter is calculated by dividing the sum of the received packets delays with the number of received packets.
• The average packet loss ratio is calculated by dividing the difference between the transmitted and received packets with the number of transmitted packets.
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• The PSNR metric is calculated by measuring the signal to noise ratio wherein signal is the original video and noise is the mean square error between the original and distorted video.
• The SSIM metric is calculated by measuring the structural similarity be-tween the reference and impaired images by means of luminance, contrast 370 and structural feature comparison.
Results and Discussion
Results
The performance of the proposed content-aware scheduling approach is analysed via both QoS and QoE parameters. The QoS and QoE are analysed using the In terms of packet delay, the delay parameter in the proposed scheduling algorithm is set to change at every Transmission Time Interval (TTI) (i.e., 1 ms).
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Besides, each packet has a timestamp, which is associated to packets with high temporal variations. The delay of the packets with high utility function value is monitored through their HoL packet delay. Hence, the HoL packet delay ensures that such packets approaching the delay bound of 100 ms gets a high priority, which will avoid these packets from being dropped. Video contents 390 are susceptible to delay from the time of capturing to pre-processing, compression, transmission, and post-processing, each of these stages can introduce a significant amount of delay, which can deteriorate the QoS and QoE. be seen that the PLR is not affected by implementing the utility function. A slight increase in PLR for EXP-PF can be observed after the number of users exceeds 20, however, the change in PLR is in second decimal places which has imperceptible effect on the video quality. Therefore, the PLR performance is not affected by applying the utility function to the schedulers, however, a gain It is worth mentioning, PSNR metric does not correlate well with the human visual system and therefore SSIM metric has been adopted as a full-reference objective video quality assessment metric. In addition, studies have shown that
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SSIM is a good indicator of user's perception of video quality [4] .
Discussion
Priority based resource allocation is a widely implemented method in wireless transmission. Unequal error protection strategies for data transmission is a popular used method where unequal protection is provided to the bitstream based 470 on their importance. For instance, in [29] , an unequal protection strategy based on the motion information of the video bitstreams was presented. Similarly, the authors in [44] presented a priority based time slot allocation for medical data transmission based on the criticality of the data being transmitted. Similar to such prioritisation strategies, our proposed utility function provides a strategy 475 for prioritising packets based on their temporal complexity. The results of the simulations carried out in this study showed that applying the proposed utility function helps improving the performance of the packet schedulers considered in our tests. The performance gain is particularly obtained in terms of reduced packet delay and improved PSNR and SSIM. Therefore,
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there is gain in both QoS (packet delay) and video quality (PSNR and SSIM)
performance.
The approach of prioritising packets based on their TC provides higher priority to packets belonging to a frame which has a higher TC in the buffer. A high TC indicates higher level of motion activities in the frame and also is a mea-
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sure of amount of changes between two successive frames. Since such packets belonging to high TC frames represent higher complexity information, losing those packets may have higher influence on the received video quality. Therefore, by prioritising such packets, the probability of losing high TC packets is reduced and hence increases the chances of improving the received video quality of the tests conducted is that, while impairing the transmitted sequences, the packet drops were carried out assuming a memoryless erasure channel. Future extension to the work will consider the channel memory for packet dropping in order to improve the accuracy of the results.
The proposed utility function provides QoS gain in terms of improved packet 500 delay performance. The results in Figure 4 illustrate the decrease in average packet delays of the simulations in our study, especially for high number of users.
The improved delay performance could be attributed to the priority scheme adopted by the application of the proposed utility function. The scheduler with the help of the utility function transmits the more important packets such as the 505 ones belonging to I frame or the ones to the frame with higher TC. These packets belong to frames which have higher bitrate or represent "higher information" and are also important for faster decoding at the receiver side. The priority to these packets implies higher bitrate frame packets are served with better resources and hence makes it possible for them to leave the transmission buffer early and 510 reaching the receiver quicker when compared to scheduling without the utility function, thereby reducing the average packet delay of the transmission.
The gains in packet delay performance and PSNR and SSIM obtained can help improving the QoS and QoE of the telemedicine system. Improved packet delay performance is especially significant in real time applications such as live con-
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sultations and broadcasting for educational purposes. In emergency scenarios, packet delays could be an obstacle for treatment preparation, hence reducing packet delay is important. Further, prioritising packets belonging to higher impact frames such as I frames or high TC frames, reduces the probability of packet dropping of such packets and thereby reduce the impact on video quality. In 520 telemedicine applications, video quality is crucial for diagnostic purposes, hence good quality video is a priority. The proposed utility function enables achieving better received video quality when compared to content-unaware scheduling approach.
Conclusion
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In this paper, a content-aware packet scheduling approach for medical ultrasound videos is proposed. The contribution of this work is a utility function based on the temporal complexity of the video frames. The utility function is used with four schedulers to prioritise the video packets based on their TC and type of frame (I frame). The results showed that the utility function im- 
